Golden’s luxury lift chair line offers accessories to enhance the most comfortable seat made in the U.S.A. Make your luxury lift chair even more enjoyable by choosing any of these fine accessories.
Special Features & Accessories

- **Head Pillow**
  - Standard on PR502
  - Available as an option on all other models
  - Style may vary

- **Head Rest Cover**
  - Standard on most models

- **Armrest Covers**
  - Available on all models except the PR404, PR510, PR751TY, PR931, PR632, PR713, PR512, PR756, and PR508
  - Available in 13” or 18” lengths

- **Straight Lift Option**
  - This option lifts the user straight up out of the chair instead of at a forward angle.
  - Available on the following models.
    - PR401, PR751TY, PR200, PR355 and PR501*

- **Left Hand Control Placement**
  - The control can be placed on the left side of the lift chair.
  - Available on all models except the PR404, PR713 and PR931

- **Extra Pocket**
  - Available on all models. Standard on all MaxiComfort models

- **Deluxe Heat and Massage**
  - Enhance a lift chair with warming heat and a deep massage
  - Available on all models except PR200 and PR404

- **High Performance Fabric**
  - Three characteristics combined to provide stain resistance, a liquid barrier, and antimicrobial protection.

- **Brisa™ Fabric**
  - Breathable technology allows airflow to maintain a constant temperature. Plush and luxurious feel enhances comfort.
  - Cleans effortlessly with soap and water.

- **Fabric Protectant**
  - Select Golden fabrics come standard with a stain protectant included in the fabric. For the fabrics that do not come standard with stain protectant, Golden can apply that feature to the fabric of a lift chair before it is shipped from the factory. Consult your authorized Golden dealer or the Golden Customer Service Department for more information.

- **Articulating Headrest**
  - Available only on models PR512, PR404 and PR632.

- **AutoFlex**
  - Available only on model PR510-MLA.

*Straight lift option for PR501 Wide Series must be set at our factory prior to shipping for these models.
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